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DOUGLAS COLLEGE STUDENT NEWSPAPER 
President Shein Brings Constitution Home 
by Caroline Rardon 
''Congratulations, you have a 
new constitution," said Stu-
dent Society President Tim 
Shein, after revisions of the 
eXlstmg constitution. were 
passed at the continuation of 
the D.C.S.S. AGM March 3. 
The students who attended 
the meeting passed the cons-
titution, 11 in favour and two 
against. 
The constitution changes 
were necessary when the col-
ege moved to this new location 
and the old Multi-Campus 
Council system would no 
longer work. 
The new system is something 
like the one used 
where the Council (Senate) is 
split into " houses" (depart-
ments). Each house will have 
four student reps and will rec-
eive two votes on Senate. 
The difference between the 
new D.C.S.S . constitution and 
the one at U.B .C. is that 
U.B.C. makes allowances for 
unequal enrollment in a pro-
gram. The houses that rep-
resent programs are: Busi-
ness, Health/Dental, Univer-
sity Transfer, Social Sciences, 
Music and Social Services. 
As well as the rep system 
change, there was a new posi-
tion adopted into Senate. This 
position is Secretary and 
he I she will be in charge of 
internal affairs of the Student 
Society, leaving the Vice Pres-
ident free to deal with external 
affairs. · 
the Senate positions are now 
as follows: 
a. President 
b. Vice .President 
c. Secretary 
d. Treasurer 
e. Speaker of the House 
f. Member at Large (Maple 
Ridge Campus) 
g. Members of the Student 
Representative Council 
The AGM, continued from 
February 24 because of a shor-
tage of time and lack of stu-
dent participation, exhibited 
the same problems as before. 
CFS CONDEMNS GO 
CUP ... The Canadian Federa-
tion of Students is giving low 
marks to a plan by the B.C. 
government to index student 
aid to academic standing. 
And CFS intends to use the 
issue to solicit public support. 
"We plan to use the issue to 
bring to the public other is-
sues," said Phil Link, CPS-
Pacific staff member. "We are 
going to focus on that issue, 
but there are 100 others that 
are just as bad.'' 
' 'The argument of the gover-
nment right now is that the 
system is elitist, so let' s make 
it more elitist. The argume"nt 
we are going to use is that the 
system is bad right now, so 
let's stop it before it gets 
worse.'' 
CFS-Pacific chair Donna 
Morgan agreed. "It's ridicu-
lous. That money is awarded 
for food, not marks ." 
"Basically (academic· stand-
ing) is a way t<? sav~ money, 
Only 15 students voted on this 
issue that affects all of the 
3, 500 students paying fees to 
the D.C.S .S. 
Only one student questioned 
the new constitution and his 
concern was quieted by Shein, 
when he claimed that if the 
new constitution didn't work it 
could always be changed. 
There was some concern about 
finding enough people to fill 
the representative positions , 
from the looks of the partici-
pation at the AGM this ·could 
be a problem in the future . 
Shein read out each new by-
law of the constitution amid a 
constant stream of chatter 
from cafeteria patrons . He 
asked repeatedly "isthereany 
problem with this by-law?' 
Apparently there was not, 
though it was expected that 
D.C.S.S . rep Stuart Woolver-
ton would openly oppose the 
constitution, but .he did noth-
ing more than vote against it. 
PLAN 
because only first-class stu- Education of Canada meeting 
dents are going to receive the in Vancouver Jan. 23 , Secre-
maximum allowable amount. tary of State Serge Joyal pro-
Even the financial awards posed raising the student al-
office said it would be an ad- lowance to $100 from $56 per 
ministrative nightmare. week if proviQcial govern-
"1 don't think that anyone ments maintain their present 
would argue that students level of student aid . 
should be passing ,' ' said Dan There are now indications 
Worsely, financial aid officer. that the B.C. government may 
" The idea of academic pro- not meet the requirements. 
gress is not such a bad one, "As for the student loans , 
but if it is set unreasonably there are grave concerns m 
high, one begins to wonder.' 
At a Council of Ministers of , CONT./ON PAGE 2 ~ 
l 
the government,' ' said Dean 
Goard, provincial university 
affairs director. 
"We don't know how we're 
going to live with the present 
budget. '' 
Currently the maximum a 
student can receive in B.C. 
student aid is $3 ,800. The fed-
eral government provides 
$1 ,800 in the form of a loan 
while the provincial govern: 
Student reps sought 
The college administration is 
seeking members of the SlU· 
dent body to represent stu-
dents on The Educational Pol-
icy and Planning Committee . 
EPPCO acts as the governing 
body of the college and makes 
proposals regarding its oper-
ation . It consists of represen-
tatives from · faculty , adminis-
tration and students , and was 
implemented last year in an 
effort to decentralize the de-
cision making in the college. 
At this time there are only 
two student representatives 
and there are three positions 
u~tl~ed. Reps are placed in 
divtstons, and those still avail-
able are; Applied Program-
ming, Academic and Comm-
~nity Programming, and Serv-
tces . 
Student Reps act as a liason 
bt:tween. administration and 
students, and ensure that any 
prop?sals ~ill be given proper 
constderatton and that stu-
dents will have some input in 
the running of the college. 
Any students who are inter-
ested in these positions , 
please contact Barb Bessy at 
520-5400. 
I.C.L. to-go anybody? 
A petition, soon to be circu-
lated on campus , could see the 
replacement of I.C.L. Food 
Services with a student oper-
ated food service in the cafe-
teria. 
''The food is substandard and 
some students would like to 
see it improve , ' ' said student 
Barb Burke at Wednesday's 
Student Society Meeting. " A 
student operated food service 
would provide better food at 
cheaper prices and offer stu-
dents some on-campus em-
ployment.'' 
" It hasn ' t been looked into so 
fat; by the. Student Society, " 
satd prestdent Tim Shein. 
''There are certain procedures 
>tudent' s would have to follow 
:o enable this to take place. " 
)hein further stated that the 
dea could be feasible but that 
l petition would have to be 
:irculated first . 
'The petition would have to 
>e presented to the college 
>oard who would look into the 
:urrent I.C.L. contract and de-
ermine the fmancial feasi-
>ility of the idea,'' Shein said 
'If students ger:terate enough 
.upport for the tdea, adminis-
ration would have to look into 
he situation." 
itudents interested , please 
ontact Student Society. 
Come in and see 
Our 
Wide Variety of Candies 
• CAROB AND CHOCOLATE 
NOVELTIES • CARAMELS 
• FUDGE • GUMS 
• HARDCANDIES • NUTS AND 
MIXES 
PHONE 522·0955 
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!Dent contributes up to $2,000 
10 grants. 
. A study conducted by Cap-
Uano College has determined 
the minimum amount neces-
sary to live on is $6,600 per 
"Hey Martha, quit playing with 
that shuffle board .. . we've got 
partying to do! " said Eliot Morstade 
on the morning of March 14th as the 
bus waited in the parking lot of 
Peaceful-Easy-Feeling Old Folks 
Home. 
' 'Mr. Ron dark [from 0' Keefe's 
Brewery] sure was nice providing 
this bus for us ," said Martha to Eliot. 
' ' Jake Frizel (owner of the College 
Place) should be commended for 
~aiding this party for us each year 
m the College Place disco, " Eliot 
responded . " Yes, " Martha agrees 
"he should be commended." 
MARCH9, 1983 
"I'm glad someone appreciates 
New Westminster' s seniors," says 
Martha. " Yes," agrees Eliot. 
"All that cake, and those 
magicians ... my, it will be 
wonderful ," says Marth, "Yes," 
agrees Eliot. 
"And I understand there wi II bE:> a 
party for the young folks tonight,'' 
says Martha. " Yes," agrees Eliot. 
" And I heard that the Penthouse Pet 
of the Year is going to be at it too," 
says Martha. 
" Yes, so will I, " agrees Eliot. 
" Oh Eliot, Your disgusting !" says 
Martha. 
" Yes," agrees Eliot. 
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LIQUOR 
SToRE 10· TH STREET 
REST"A:ZRAII(T 
"' ~ w z IJ ~--~ < 8-TH STREET 
~ ~ ~ ;;; 
~ 
~ 
Offering an edible alternative for 
Douglas College, we at the 
77 -restaurant invite you for a 
short walk down Agnes Street 
for, what some say, are the best 
burgers this side of 6th street. 
Breakfast is only $1.99 and with 
every order you will recieve a free 
coffee, pop or tea. We are open from 
77·10th St at A•nes BAM tiii8PM Monday 8 J thru Saturday and 
New W estmlnster we're tocated across from the 
liqUor store. 
RCDCKIN' TONITE 
New Westminsters only live Rock Club. 
Featuring the top bands in Western Canada. 
No charge Monday thru Thursday special event 
nights. :fJ MONDAY . 
·lnfiGtion fighter nleht _4111 fl (to help those reeession IJiuesJ ~ 
TUESDAY .A."-
..SweetDreomseonte.st ~·_;; 
• WENDSDAY ~ 
_.v -Guest artist nflht 
~)fl.. THURSDAY 
o4 c,.;,':!~r;t::;,.J 
S7 Blackie St. New Westminster 
(behind the Old Spaghetti Factory) 
Phone:522-0011 
Hours: 7:00pm - 2:00am Monday thru Saturday 
• 
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Ministry tells all 
by Dave Christian 
The Ministry of Education 
has handed down a set of six 
specified asssumptions for ed-
ucational policy over the next 
five years. These assumptions 
focus on the fact that there will 
be a constant level of funding 
from the ministrv for the next 
five years, and emphasis has 
been placed to provide a cons-· 
· tant level of service with these 
dollars. 
The assumptions handed 
down by the ministry are: 
1. Restraint vyill,prevail. 
2. Greater productivity is at· 
tainable. 
3. Colleges have the capacity 
to produce greater revenue. 
4. Facilities expenditure will 
be limited. 
5. Colleges have the capacity 
to shift programs. 
6. The demand for services 
will be greater than the sup-
ply. 
College President Bill Day, 
when asked if the College 
board has decided on how it 
will react to the Minister's as-
sumptions, replied: "Our 
stance has not yet been de-
fined. A preliminary meeting 
will be held in April to give a 
preliminary set of state· 
ments.'' 
Faculty reaction to the as-
sumptions held ''a fair degree 
of confusion" according to 
assistant to the President, Ed 
Redmond. "There is ground 
for confusion in that this issue 
is different, the approach is 
different.'' 
What is probably of greatest 
concern to students is how the 
Ministy's policies, and the· 
Colleges' reaction 'to them, 
will affect education pro-
grams. President Day said last 
week that ''our job is not to 
turn away students. It is to 
jam every possible person we 
can in, without affecting the 
quality of education. 
Bill Day, interpreting the 
Ministry's stance on the issue 
said ''It is easier to plug into 
an academic than an occupa-
tional program, especially 
here on the Lower Mainland. 
Therefore, I feel that the Min-
istry's stance is based on the 
concern for economics and 
fairness of opportunity to even 
O\lt · Academic and Vocational 
programs." Day stressed that 
this was only his interpreta-
tion of the Ministry's stance. 
Day went on to say that the 
Apparent assumption of the 
Ministry is that there will be 
no more resources made avail-
able to education than the 
present level. There may be 
less." This view was backed 
up by Ed Redmond who feels 
that "We're looking _at a per-
iod of time over the next few 
years when resources to post· 
secondary institutions will be 
limited." 
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Thoughtfull Douglas College student takes direct action on lack o 
push/pull signs on doors in college. photo bv Sean valentzm 
Job Mart is a Ripoff 
A campatgn of information, tees. . . The Unemployment Action 
picketing and legal action ag- As well, the provmctal E~- Centre was established in De-
ainst a Vancouver employ- ployment St~ndard Act spectf· c"ember 1982 by the VDLC'S 
ment agency was launched tcally_ forbt~s employment unemployment committee . 
Wednesday, March 2 by the a~~ncu:s levym~ a fee for pro- The Centre is staffed by volun-
unemployment committee of vt~ng informatton about JObs teers, offering counselling and 
the Vancouver and District to JOb seekers. other forms of assistance to 
Labour Council. "C?mpanies like Job Mart anyone--union or not--having 
] ob Mart, a city firm prom- are JUSt set up to take more problems with unemployment 
ising the unemployed access mone>: from. the unemployed, insurance claims, welfare hen-
to lists of jobs for a $50 fee is " .satd Kim Zander, co- efits, job conditions, or other 
the target of the committee's ordmator of the ,Vancouver problems arising from unem-
action. Users of the firm's ser- Unemployment ActlOn .~entre. ployment. 
vice have complained that ] ob ''We intend to pursue all le- The Action Centre is located 
Mart's listings merely dupli- gal ways to get them shut in the auditorium of the 
cate jobs advertised in news- down and make sure people's Fisherman's Hall 138 East 
papers or at Manpower off- $50 are refunded." Cordova St., Vanc~uver. 
Five Year Plan- Blueprint For Destr~ction 
by Dee Thomas 
College-Institute Educator's 
Association of B.C., has is-
sued a critical, point-by-point 
'response to the B.C. Ministry 
'ofEducation's Five Year Plan. 
The C.I.E.A. paper describes 
the government's Plan as a 
"blueprint for the destruction 
of the comprehensive com-
munity college." ] an Cioe, 
President of C.I.E.A., says 
that the statement "is a fairly 
accurate representation of the 
situation.'' 
He believes that the Plan 
could be adopted by the Min-
istry in the very near future. 
"We could be looking at the 
end of March 1983. If the Min-
ister says, 'it looks· good to 
me!', it could be policy almost 
immediately. Vander Za1m is 
not known for his great study 
on issues. ' ' 
Both Cioe, and Frank Beinder, 
Executive Director of the B.C. 
Association of Colleges, are 
disturbed by the fact that the 
Ministry of Education seem-
ingly introduced the Five Year 
Plan under a guise of econ-
omic rest.caint. · 
Beinder says "most mem-
bers of college .boards are bus-
iness people and understand 
that actions have to be taken 
to deal with recesston but 
most of them, to a larg~ mea-
sure are committed to a basic 
. philosophy of the comprehen-
sive nature of the community. 
We are saying we don't like it,r 
although we will .accept some-
thing like this over the reces-
sion period, but · we are not 
ready to co-operate in the 
demise of the community col-
lege." 
Cioe goes further. "The 
economic downturn has creat· 
ed the opportunity, an excuse 
to introduce fundamental 
changes to the college system. 
Restraint is not the issue!'' 
One crucial area that the 
C.I.E.A. paper disputes is the 
ability of government planners 
to predict labour needs . Cioe 
explains that "senior bureau-
crats want long range plans, 
but the foundation is so shaky 
because things chaitge. They 
are only using their best 
guesses. Take the Syncrude 
project for example. The 
·whole thing is going under.'' 
The ·paper expresses grave 
concern that student choice in 
education is threatened. The 
result? A planned, cost effect· 
ive society. 
Beinder quite simply states, 
"there is low emphasis on 
anything other than occupa-
tional · related training. With 
respect to personal rather than 
job related educational goals, 
1there is little sense of convic-
1 • ,. tton. 
Cioe is convinced that the 
Ministry defines quality edu-
cation relevant to a job. "The 
-critical skills of assessing, 
looking at the larger picture, 
the questioning; how then is 
that 'relevant'?" 
The ministry, it seems, has 
been brainstorming to come 
up with a mathematical form-
ula to compute education 
costs. Cioe asks, "but what is 
the outcome? Simplistic equa-
tions mask the complexity. It 
appears that it doesn't make 
any difference what the pro-
duct is. You get a distortion if 
you just look at dollars." 
What does this all mean fo.t: 
erospective students looking 
lfor a college education? You 
may not be able to get the 
courses you want, in your 
community, and -you may be 
provided with little incentive, 
ie . . lack of fmancial support; 
if you choose a program that 
the Ministry hasn't tagged 
'priority'. 
The C.I.E.A. -paper indicate~ from intimidation of the 
that the Ministry has been U.B.C: campus to Douglas' 
considering KNOW (Know- one main building. It can be 
ledge Network) and OU . quite awesome." 
(Open Learning Institute) as !. So, what can we expect? 
substttutes, to 'fill in the. Beinder, of the B.C.A.C, 
gaps' . But Cioe is concecned says "we have been in very 
about the quality, and ques- close council with the Mini-
tions it's ' cost-effectiveness. stry. They have n9 doubts 
"Somehow, someone in the about how we feet Rolling 
Ministry think~ KNOW and over on our backs? We are 
OU will be cheaper. We've a 1?1lg way ~rom that." 
never seen any studies that Ctoe, Prestdent of C.I.E.A., 
this is so ... our concern is that concurs. "Our approach ~as 
. been to try to influence mm-the~e may still be a lack of is try people. Our defense sys-
chotce. ~tudents may be told, tern has been weakened by 
you g~.r tt through OU or not government. When local fund-
at all . ing was changed to provincial, 
Also, the age-old concern they wanted more say. With 
a_bout ~ost-secon~ary educa- the kind of power structure we 
tton b_emg accesstble only to have now, boards are more 
~he ehte, seems .to ~e return- receptive to government." 
mg . stronger thts ttme. "The vitality of community 
According to Cioe, the Five colleges has come from the 
Year Plan is looking to "cost people. A feeling of control. It 
re~ov~ry _at · colleges . The im- was a grass-roots movement. 
phcatton ts that fees ~ave to go All of this is in danger.' ' 
up. Among other _thmgs, the Cioe expects the Plan to be 
colleges have provtded an op- adopted. ''They (Ministry) 
portunity for pe~ple who've fully intend to go through with 
been out of educatton a chance it. None of this . what does the 
to get it. Wipe out the colleges community think about it ... '' 
, and we .won't get them all Even Beinder admits, "I 
~oin~ _to University. _They're -h~ve my doubts about what 
tnto tt m a very tentattve way, anyone can do at the roo-
because it's accessible. It goes ment." 
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·HEAD OF AN ANGEL .by Octavia Paz 
As soon as we went in I was suffocated by the heat and 
it was as though I was with the dead people and I think 
that if I were alone in one of those rooms it would 
make me afraid because I would figure that all the 
paintings were watching me and it would make me so 
ashamed and it's as though you went to a cemetary 
and all the dead people were living or like you were 
dead without having stopped living and it's a shame 
that I don't know how to tell you about the paintings or 
about so many things from so many centuries ago and 
it's a miricle that they look like they were just 
finished- why do things keep longer than people? 
imagine not even the shadow of those who painted . 
them is left and the paintings look as though nothing 
has happened and there are some pretty ones of 
martyrdoms and executions of saints and children but 
they were so well painted that they didn't make me 
sad but full of admiration the colors so bright as if it , 
were really the red of flowers the sky so blue and the 
clouds and the rivers and the trees and the colors of 
the clothes in every color and there was one painting 
that made such an impression on me that without 
realizing like when you see yourself in a mirror or like 
when you look into a fountain and see yourself in the 
leaves and the branches that are reflected in the water 
I went into the landscape with those men dressed in 
red green yellow and blue who carried swords and 
axes and lances and flags and I began to talk with a 
bearded hermit who prayed next to his cave and it was 
lots of fun to play with the little animals that came to 
keep him company deer birds and crows and lions and 
tame tigers and suddenly when I was walking through 
the meadow the Moors grabbed me and took me to a 
square where there were very tall buildings and 
towers like pines and they began to martyr me and I 
began to spurt blood like a fountain but it didn't hurt 
very much and I wasn't afraid because God up above 
was watching me and the angels would gather my 
blood in jars and while the Moors were martyring me I 
had fun looking at some very elegant ladies that were 
watching my martytrdom from their balconies and 
they laughed and chatted among themselves about 
things without bothering much about what was hap-
pening to me and everyone seemed bored and far-off 
there was a landscape with a f~mer who peacefully 
ploughed his land with two oxen and a dog that 
jumped next to him and in the sky there were a million 
flying birds and some hunters dressed in green and 
red and a bird was falling shot by an arrow and you 
could see the white feathers fall and the red drops and 
no one pitied it and I began to cry for the little bird and 
then the Moors cut my head off with a white scimitar 
and a jet of blood burst from my neck and spilled on 
the ground like a red waterfall and from the ground a 
million red flowers shot up and it was a miricle and 
then everyone was leaving and I was left alone in that 
field spurting blood for days and days watering the 
flowers and it was another miricle that my blood never 
stopped gushing until an angel came and put my head 
back on again but imagine in the rush he put it on 
backward and I could barely walk and only backward 
which made me tired and I walked backward and left 
that landscape and went back to Mexico and found 
. myself in the backyard of my house where there was 
so much sun and dust and the whole patio was covered 
with big sheets just washed and left out to dry and the 
maids came and shook the sheets and they were like 
giant pieces clouds and the meadow as all green and 
covered with red flowers that my mama said were 
the color of the blood of a Saint and I began to laugh 
and I began to laugh and told her that the Saint was 
me and how the Moors had martyred me and she got 
angry and said oh God my little girl has lost her head 
and it made me sad to hear those words and I went to 
the punishment corner and bit my lips with anger 
because no one believed me and when I was stuck to · 
the wall wishing that my mama and the maids were 
dead the wall opened and I was at the foot of a pepper 
tree that vyas next to a dry river and there were big 
rocks that shined in the sun and a lizard looked at me 
with it's head stretched out and suddenly ran to hide 
and on the ground I saw again my body without a head · 
and my body was alrealdy scarred and only a little 
blood trickled out which made a little puddle in the 
dust and it made me sad and I frightened the flies 
away from the little puddle and threw some handfuls 
of dirt to hide it so the dogs couldn't lick it and I 
to look for my head and it wasn't anywhere 
couldn't even cry and since there wasn't anybody in 
that place I began to walk over an enormous yellow 
plain looking for my hear until I found an adobe hut 
and I met an Indian who lived there and I asked him 
for a little water for charity and .the old man told me 
that water is never denied a Christian and he gave me 
water in a red jar that was very cold but I couldn't 
drink it because I didn't have a head and the Indian 
said don't worry little girl I have some spares right 
here and he began to take his head collection out of 
some boxes he h~d by the door but none of them fit me 
some of them were too big some too little and they 
were old men and women and I didn't like any and 
after trying on alot I got mad and started to kick all the 
heads and the Indian said don't little girl let's 
go to the village to cut off a head that will fit you and I 
was very happy and the Indian took a big ax for 
cutting wood from his house and we began to walk and 
after a long time we came to the village and in the 
square there was a girl who was being martyred and 
some men dressed in black as though it was a burial 
and one of them read a speech like on National Day 
and there was alot of Mexican flags and in the 
bandstand thay played a march and it was like a fair 
there were piles of peanuts and jimcamas and sugar 
cane and coconuts and watermelons and everybody 
bought and sold stuff except for a group that 
listening to the man while the soldiers martyred 
girl and up there through the opening God saw 
everything and the little girl was very calm and then 
the Indian sneaked around and when no one was 
looking he cut off the girls head and put it on me and 
it fit very well and I jumped for joy because the Indian 
was an angel and everybody was looking at me and 
applauded when I went skipping away and when I was 
alone in the garden of my house I became a little sad 
because I remembered the girl who had her head cut 
off. I hope she can cut one off another girl so she can 
have a head like me. 
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Pedersen says Gimme Sliel er 
Vancouver (CUP) 
If you happen to be a univer-
sity president, Mick Jagger's 
famous phrase takes on an en-
tirely new meaning. 
And shelter is exactly what 
University of B:C. president 
George Pedersen is going to 
get--$500,00 worth. 
The UBC Board of Governors 
has decided to renovate the 
president's residence, which 
has housed the Botanical Gar-
den offices and laboratories 
since 1975. The house was 
built in 1950 for $61,000 and 
was intended to be the official 
residence of UBC presidents. 
"We feel it is important for 
the president to live on cam-
pus and establish better links 
with the community and stu· 
dents," David McLean, board 
member and property com-
mittee chair, said. "To some it 
may seem to be an extrava-
gant move. We don't think it 
is." 
This university is putting up a 
small amount of money to do 
the job," said McLean. He 
said UBC "showed restraint" 
in only spending $200,00. 
The board intends the presi-
dent to develop contacts with 
people and corporations that 
can donate money to the uni-
versity, McLean said. "For 
that you have to have the 
tools. Things don't happen 
automatically.'' 
UBC students should support 
the plan and contribute money "It's not all great and glor-
to help defray the cost; ious.'' 
McLean said. "It's their house Student board representative 
just as much as the presi- Margaret Copping said she 
dent's," he said. "This could supports the plan and will not 
be the stan of a whole new speak against it to the board. 
way of .running UBC." "If Pedersen can establish 
Pedersen said Feb. 21 that his contacts with corporations, 
occupancy of the house was that's the money we're going 
. ''put forward as a conditioa of to need, given· government fis-
employment,'' but that it did cal restraint,'' said Copping. 
not necessarily provide for the ''There is every indication that 
best in family living. he will make the most of the 
''There is a fair incursion on facility, and that is hearten- · 
your privacy, " said Pedersen. ing. " 
The Edsells Fire Sack 
Mr. Hunter, coattails, and making money one could make a mistake in plays rhythm guitar. you figure that one out. 
Regarding your article on our is not our primary objective . hearing. But, I foresee many Alth~ugh I'm sure this We appreciate the criticism 
band, The Edsells. I would Second, the implication that lawsuits if you don't watch wasn't your fault, we ·prefer to and we found your phot· 
like to thank you for the encou- we have been around longer your quotes. spell our ·name with two 'll's. ography excellent. I truly hope 
raging things you mentioned than the Stray Cats is non- . Just before I let you off the Don't feel bad though, no one that your mistakes haven't 
about us and, like most pro- sense and, may I say, that Hook, I would like to confirm hurt our reputation but all the 
fessional musicians, I readily quoting mysdf as saying this that we, like most rockabilly ever gets it right. InCidentally, same, I thank you for taking 
accept your constructive crit- is twice as ridiculous. The bands, have only one lead gui- you screwed up Buddy Sel-' the· time to listen. Sincerely, 
icism. Stray Cats are 8 year veterans tar player. me. Gene Murphy fishs.' name too, but I'll let Chris Schoenefuhs 
However, it behooves me to at what they're doing. B b • h F • 
discern how you completely I said, and you can quote me om Ing t e 1 ve 
botched up the supposed on this, that we, The Edsells, · 
t tF;rst the mentt"on that have been playing rockabilly o· ear_Editors, quo es · ...... • fi c10g on those poor envtron- hsts. The true peace move-
the Edsells are trying to, and I since before the Buddy Sel1sh I found the article on the mentalists is repulsive. The ment can not afford violence, 
quote you, "cash in" on the Band was even conceived. "Vancouver Five" printed in police had reliable information and would be unable to sup-
North American rockabilly (Notice:Bud-dy Sel-fish . con-· the Feb. 24 issue a distateful that these five people were port those who use it. 
scene, is total rubbish. (By the siderably more syllables than piece of one-sided "journal- armed with automatic weap- . . . 
way, I'll give you a tip. Any· 'Stray Cats! \. ism." Typical of the propa- ons . They were captured on Spout10g the_ m1~dless, chche 
one who was trying to cash in Mr. Hunter, please accept ganda of the ultra left, the the way to their practise area. sl?gans only 10d1cates !Dent~l 
on any music, would never ad- what I have said as sound crit- blind rhetoric should leave a Terrorists are known, in the bhndness. I have relattves 10 
mit it.) What I did say i~ that icism, as I accept what you bad taste in the mouth of any rest of the world, to prefer East Germany that are oppres-
we, in the band, are try10g to have said. The noise level bet· person with eyes and an open martyrdom in a blaze of glory ·sed _by the state. I have travel-
get our feet in the door before ween our sets was very dif. working mind. over capture. Using massive led 10 Europe recently and 
it close~ on u~. We are n?t ficul~ ~o communicate over, The protrayal of the police overkill and surprise, the po- have seen the ~ast-West bor-
attempt10g to nde on anyone s and tt 1s understandable that SWAT teams as thugs poun- lice shocked the five into im- d~r. Mter se~10~ the Wal~, 
f • . dmobility, preventing blood- wtth guns po10t10g at thetr P t D shed on either side . own_people to make a country fQ ani y enounce t!~ bs~~~~ngt~:tti~:~~o~~~~ ~·Ef~s~~~;er.r~~er~~~1~~c£~~:~ 
· have no social conscience. dom. . . . 
' 'y • ' ' Bombs are indiscriminate and As edtto~s and JO~rnahsts, 
. e S It WaS US unless precisely constructed, the orgamz_ers o_f ~hts paper 
unreliable. Transformer ol.l is should avOid pnnt10g, or _at 
a pollutant. Burning this oil, !east rebut, th1s sort of wnt· 
On page 5 of the last edition 
of the Other Press was a 
questionaire entitled '' ~ Su:-
vey." One of the questions 10 
this survey, written by Na~cy 
Powell, was ' 'Do you th10k 
that there is too much swear-
ing in ~ The Other Press? '' 
The question was followed by 
two boxes labelled ''Fuck yes 
'' and ''Fuck no.'' It is impor-
tant to point out that the orig-
inal responses were entitled 
"Duck yes/no" and that three 
subversive Other Press types, 
Ian Hunter, Dave Christian, 
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~ Do you think 
f Other Press is : 
and Martin Hemeritz sneaked 
in disguised as Zulu Warriors 
and sabotaged the original 
layout. We wish to stress that 
the actions of the three are not 
by the bombs, means the born- ~1· h Sh 
hers are not environmenta- a P earman 
Survey Criticism 
reflective of the wishes and Dear Other Press , 
policies of the Other Press You may find my answers to 
staff in general, and of Nancy the survey somewhat stupid. 
Powell in particular. We ex- This is because I'feel that this 
tend our apoligies to anyone in survey is a sarcastic bunch of 
the Student Body who may garbage. If you were really 
have been offended by this interested in what the stu-
irresponsible and relatively dents have to say, you would 
have hit a new low. You claim-
ed at the AGM that you didn't 
have support. Well you have 
made the situation twice as 
bad with this demeaning sur-
vey. We the students deserve 
better. 
tasteless bastardization of have pertinent questions . I am Yours truly, 
Nancy's questionaire. really disappointed, as you Gwenellen McKee 
Y~u~ay find there ia something you don't like about The Other Press. 
Sittina aacl fuming by yourself in a corner with the newspaper clenched in 
your :~.t nds won't do much so you would be better oft writing a letter, coming 
uno tile oKace to complaiQ, •r you could even join the paper and change it 
yoanell(we dare you):. · 
e ther Press will normally publish aU letters received, subj~t to sue 
privisos as appropriatelless, due regard for libel, taste, and length. 
a ... a letter s.bowtaa that you notked a problem is quite 6kely to inspire 
the st rJ to correct it. 
The Other Preas suifts to be a deaaocratic:ally run, autonoaaous st11dent 
.....,.,_, p-..bllshed .....a daes a semester by the Other Pablicatioas 
~·The Odler Pma it a aember of Caa8&a tJaiYersity Press aad • 
Writers should aim to keep letters under 300 words; longers letters may be 
condensed to meet splice requirements. Priority will be given to Dougla$ 
College students and employees. All letters must be signed and include a 
phone number for •etif'acation purposes (though this will not be printed). The 
staftwill consider requests to withhold the author's name in special 
circuaUJtalleeS. 
Letters u.d opinions published in the Other Press do not necessarily reflect 
editorial policy. Letters may be btovght to the Other Press office at Room 
l30S, and ~ft -in the en-telo~ on out door or, if there is no ~~toee, u4der 
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lDFebruary 1948, Communist learder Klement Gott-
wald stepped out on to the balcony of a Baroque palace in 
Prague to address the hundreds of thousands of his fellow 
citizens packed into Old Times Square. It was a crucial 
moment in Czech history- a moment of the kind that 
occurs once or twice a millennium. 
Gottwald was flanked by his comrades, with Clementis 
standing next to him. There were snow flurries, it was 
cold, and Gottwald was bareheaded. The solicitous Clem-
entis took off his own fur cap and set it on Gottwald's 
head. 
The Party propaghanda section put out hundreds of 
thousands of a photograph of that balcony with Gottwald, 
a fur cap on his head and his comrades at his side, 
speaking to the nation. On that balcony, Communist 
Czechoslovakia was born. Every child knew the photo-
graph from posters, schoolbooks, and museums. 
Four years later, Clementis was charged with treason 
and hanged. The propaghanda section immeadiately 
airbru$hed him out of history and, obviously, out of all the 
photographs as well. Ever since, Gottwald has stood on 
the balcony alone. Where Clementis once stood, there is 
only bare palace wall. All that remains of Clementis is the 
fur cap on Gottwald's head. 
Reprinted from Laughter and Forgetting, by Milan Kundera 
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"We Sill/ Runniiig!" 
"' . 
Computer 
p,o•rammln• 
Data 
p,ocessiiC 
is pleased to announce 
the start up of our new 
computer training 
courses in 
March, 1983. 
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SIX WAYS TO IRRITATE 
YOUR EDUCATION MINISTER 
i 
.\ . 
II 
IV v I , ..U, · . I ~."-t- W-.~L--~-.--·- . --·- -· - .... -.. . 
-I Throw rubber grenades at him at his next speech 
II Boycott all of his press conferences 
III Dip him in honey and leave him in the be arc age at the zoo 
IV . Lay the bodies of victims of insufficient financial aid at his feet 
V Sing "We Shall Overcome" wher1 he opens the college 
VI Smoke dope and blow it in his face 
VII Put nasty graphics in the Other Press 
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Abortion: Borowski vs •· 
Reprinted from The Manitoban by 
Canadian University Press 
The emotionally charged throng of 10,000 was no-
ticeably missing . There were no placard carrying 
protesters crying ''Babykiller ''; nor were there any 
people praying 1n the aisles for souls of the damned. 
But the only insults being exchanged were between 
former Manitoba cabinet minister ] oe Borowski and 
Dr. Henry Morgentaler , the ft.rst physician to open an 
abortion clinic in Quebec. 
The 1, 500 s trong present for the highly touted debate 
between the two, was surprisingly reserved. Borowski 
and Morgentaler faced off at the University of Man-
itoba in mid-] anuary. 
Not even a bomb threat and mass evacuation phased 
them; most seemed more concerned with losing their 
seats or getting cold, as they slowly ft.led out, rather 
than being blown up. 
Security for the event was tight. Many uniformed 
and plain clothes police officers patrolled the crowd 
and doorways prior, during and after the debate. 
What were they getting themselves ·into anjway? 
Would they have come knowing that the building had 
been closed off two hours prior to the debate and 
searched for bombs? 
During Morgentaler' s opening remarks a police of-
fleer moved towards the moderator, Dean of Law] ack 
London, and murmured in his ear. London then 
interrupted Morgentaler and asked the crowd to calm-
ly move to the doors. Although he c:11d not say, most 
people guessed it must have been a ~omb threat: 
The police then swept the area, tur~ung up nothmg. 
A group calling itself Christians Agamst Morgen taler 
claimed responsibility for the threat. 
"I hope Mr. Borowski can control h~s sul?porter~ a 
· little better,'' said Morgentaler, resummg his opemng 
statements, " We on the pro-choice side are non-
violent people ." It was not long before Morgentaler 
regained his pace and outlined the pro-choice posi-
tion . 
Dressed in a tailored grey pinstriped suit, he con-
fidently delivered the message he has fought for over . 
the past two decades : The right for women to safe ; 
legal abortions if they choose. He has been tried three 
times in the oast for orovidinl! legal abortions in his 
Montreal clinic. Although he was aquitted by a JUry 
on all three occasions, the Quebec court of Appeal 
reversed the decision which was upheld by the Sup-
reme Court of Canada, and he spent 10 months in jail . 
Only after former Prime Minister John Diefenbaker 
introduced legislation into the House of Commons 
making it impossible for an Appeals Court to reverse a 
jury decision, Morgentaler was defeated. A fourth 
trial by the Bourassa government was pending when 
that government was ousted form office. The new 
government in Quebec dropped all charges against 
doctors performing abortions in that province. Mor-
gentaler's clinic now receives provincial funding. 
The NDP '' po.sition is that it is in favour of freedom 
of choice-this party is now in power in Manitoba," 
said Morgentaler. He said this is why he wants to 
open a clinic here. According to Morgentaler, the 
Attorney-General of any province can refuse to pros-
ecute if he or she feels a conviction cannot be obtain-
ed. "I will offer this clinic to a women's group or the 
government (to operate) after a certain time," said 
Morgentaler. "Until such time, it will have to be a 
private clinic. '' 
He said the cost of an abortion at his clinic is 1250, 
but is income adjustable for poorer women. " I've 
made it a policy never to refuse a woman an abortion 
because she could not affort it . '' said Morgen taler. 
] oe Borowski got a head start on the debate as his 
supporters handed out literature to everyone as they 
filed into the Multi-purpose room. Since the handing 
out of propaganda has been strictly forbidden by 
UMSU, many believed the anti-abortion literature was . 
a Ptogram. So much for the tight security. 
Borowski thanked everyone, including Peter 
Warren, for making the debate possible. He thanked 
Morgentaler for "the most calm and rational speech I 
have ever heard Dr. Morgentaler make in ten years"; 
he thanked the audience for being there; and ft.nally, 
he thanked his ' 'dear mother, for choosing life for me 
and my brothers and sisters." 
Borowski' s mission: "To stress the humanity and 
rights of the unborn ... ", and to ha!t "the capital 
punishment of the unborn, t~e. most m~ocent of our 
society." The former. NDP mm~ster of hi~hways, and 
now president of Alliance Agamst AbortiOn, sported 
a large red rose (the anti-abortion ~ymbol) ~n the lapel 
of his light-blue suit as he delivered his opemng 
statements . 
In the past, Borowski has been a very vocal opponc:nt 
of abortion. His protest against abortion has seen him 
go on a hunger strike, refuse ~o pay ~is taxes because 
:medicare funds were bemg diCected towards 
therapeutic abortions, and re~ign as highways_ mi~­
ister in 1971. In May of this year, Borowski _wdl 
challenge the existing laws granting wormen the nght 
to have an abortion under the auspices of an approved 
hospital committee, using the Bill of Rights as the 
legal arguments for prot~cting the ~nborn fetus. 
At one point, Borowski launc~ed ~to ~n . attack .of 
Morgentaler' s motives for opening his chmc .and Its 
cleanliness. He accusssed Morgentaler of usmg un-
sterilized instruments, re-using single-use surgical 
aids and keeping his clinic "half as clean as a vet's 
clinic''. Although he did not say where he obtained his 
information, Borowski claimed many women have 
caught Herpes 2 from Morgentaler's clinic, prompting 
him to suggest it be re-named "Henry's Herpes". 
Morgentaler deq.<?uqceA, the attack.s ~nd said, "Mr. 
Borowski has shown his true colors by not addressing 
'the issue , but by abusing me." He said he may 
consider taking legal action against Borowski. • 
Morgentaler leveled much of his criticism at 
hierarchy of the Catholic church. While he did 
want to imply all the Church's members , "It is the 
maior church in the Western world that has fought 
tooth and nail against the legalization of abortion , ''he 
said. Between the thirteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies , abortion was allowed until the fourth month, 
the time when the soul was thought to enter the fetus . 
While abortion is an excommunicable sin and the 
Church is still officially against any type of contracep· 
·tion, said Morgentaler, 80 percent of the patients at 
his clinic are Catholic . 
He said he ''deplored the saintly attitude of that man 
of the cloth,'' who had asked him why he had recently 
done an abortion on a, 15 year old girl without the 
permission of her legal gaurdian . Morgentaler, who 
performed the abortion for free , said the girl had been 
raped, and wanted the abortion . Her natural parents, 
her foster parents, the abortion committee at her 
·• 
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organ taler in Winnipeg 
science, but under the type of circumstances which 
would warrant an abortion, if any. 
every action until the time of judgement. 
]~c~ London , whe~ he tried to get the subject of 
rehgton o~ d~bate , dt~c?vered an opponent in Morgen-
taler. He mststed rehgton was the central issue of the 
~ebate. It is what the issue comes down to, having the 
~tght t o m~ke a decision taking all aspects olf human-
tty , morahty, ethics and religion into consideration. 
The_ debate invigorated discussion and provided the 
choiCe. 
One woman who fervently claimed her right to 
choose succinctly stated the female dilemma when she 
told Borowski, "Keep your morals off my uterus!" 
The winner of the debate cannot be declared. They 
are merely representatives of different points of view. 
One stressed the right an individual has in choosing 
his or her actions . The other, held one accountable for 
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hospital and the family psychiatrist all agreed the 
abortion was the best solution. The Children's Aid 
Society, her legal guardian, did not. 
Morgentaler said 3 of 4 Canadians agreed abortion 
should be legalized, according to a 1982 Gallup Poll. 
He labelled those opposing legal abortions a ''shrill, 
fanatical minority'' who want their own beliefs and 
moral convictions on the rest of society. 
"We are not fanatics," said Borowski. He charact-
erized Morgentaler's tactics as, "Divide, slander and 
then conquer." t 
Borowski compared his fight for the unborn to the 
fight of blacks in the U.S. to be recognized_ a~ citizens ~ 
deserving equal rights, freedoms and pnvdeges as 
whites . Opinions and questions were directed to botJ: 
speakers by the audience, providing examples ot 
personal and general situations involving the decision 
t• to obtain an abortion. Questions centred not around 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ Controversial Display Draws Police 
SCURATO/LNS 
"PRO-L,FE RSu. 
Toronto (CUP)-To the appl-
ause of spectators and the 
tears of a display participant, 
Metro Toronto police asked a 
local pro-life group at the Uni-
iversity of Toronto to remove a 
ontroversial display form a 
!university building. 
Two plainclothes officers 
arne into the lobby of the 
building where the display 
was set up Feb. 3, responding 
to a number of complaints 
about it. 
Featuring glossy colour pic-
tures of aborted fetuses and a 
surgery table complete with 
medical instruments, the dis-
play immediately began attr-
acting attention form the stu-
dents when it was set up Feb. 
1. 
But unlike the group's evic-
tion that day, when they were 
asked to leave by campus po-
lice because they did not have 
the proper club recognition, 
this dismissal occured amidst 
a protest. 
' 'As a group of concerned · 
men and women, we had to act 
against display of this ex-
tremely biased and sensation-
alist propaganda and provide 
an alternative perspective,'' 
said student governor Susan 
Prentice, who was active in a 
counter pro-choice protest. 
The counter-display was set 
up "to provide birth control 
information and education 
about choices instead of horror 
stories,'' according· to a dis-
play organizer. 
The pro-life display, organ-
ized by a group calling itself 
Students for Life, also sparked 
the formation of a new pro-
choice group, the Coalition for 
Reponsible Choice (CRC). 
Spokesperson Paula Fieck 
said the group's formation 
was in direct response to the 
Students for Life "prop-
aganda." 
The display literature on pro-
life tables was from a variety 
of pro-life organizations in the 
U.S. and Canada. But a spoke-
sperson for Right to Life-Tor-
onto said they would not allow 
Students for Life access to lit- · 
erature because ''we have cer-
tain limits and don't go for 
sensationalism.'' 
Don Eady, a fourth-year U of 
T student, said the photos in 
the display looked like they 
were doctored. Eady also ex~ 
pressed concern over the na-
ture of the Students for Life, 
saying the group ''was not be-
ing forthright in saying who 
they are.'' 
"~t looks like they're part of 
the Maranathas and are using 
the abortion issue to increase 
their membership,'' said 
Eady. Maranthas is a right-
wing Christian group that the 
Council on Mind Abuse has 
deemed a cult, 
Right to Life Kitchener/ 
Waterloo supplied the Stu 
dents for Life with Literature 
Gwynn Eastman 
Kitchener/Waterloo Right to 
Life co-ordinator, said they 
supply many groups with liter-
ature, including the Students 
for Life group at the Univer-
sity of Waterloo. 
Waterloo Student Federation 
president Wim Simmonis said 
Students for -Life have "beer. 
around since February of las 
year, basically just putting or 
displays, exhibits, films anc 
other things . We've had som( 
complaints about them, but no 
action has ever been taken. '' 
When questioned about Mar-
anatha involvement, Simonis 
said it was "heavy". 
Students for Life at U of T 
deny any religious or political 
.affiliation but acknowledge 
that "two or three" of their 
membs;rs are Maranathas. 
PAGEIO ENTERTAINMENT 
by Vi& Cro~rty 
Last Sunday night at U.B.C. 
's War Memorial Gym, about 
three thousand people were 
ripped off by the university's 
Alma Mater Societv. 
While the title of the show 
was ''The NEW world of Star 
Trek" there was next to noth-
ing about what fans can expect 
to see from Star Trek in the 
future . The one tid-bit of trivia 
was Gene Roddenberry's con-
ftrmation of what we all knew 
already. There will be a third 
movie, a movie in which 
Spock, dead though he may 
be, will figure prominently. 
Gene Roddenberry, the cre-
ator of Star Trek back in the 
mid-sixties, came across as a· 
nice guy dw;-ing the course of 
his presentation. He gave 
some interesting insights .into 
how the mind of a writer works 
when building fictional char-
acters, and gave an introduc-
tion to a new character he is 
currently developing for a 
book and, hopefully, a film. · 
The character, called Gann, 
(or something that ' sounds 
much like it) is an alien that is 
visiting Earth in a synthetic 
human body. It is an entity 
that was born on a planet "of 
methane seas" and has been 
sent to Terra to examine hu-
man society. 
Sound familiar? Gene has al-
ready done the theme of 
"Stranger on Earth" 
with his earlier series attempt 
called Questar. We've also 
seen David Bowie, E.T., Tlie 
Man from Atlantis and count-
less schlock T.V. ,shows ex-
'HE OTHER PRESS 
ploring the same area. Two of 
the better ones were My Fav-
orite Martian and Mork and 
Mindy. 
So why is he doing it? Who 
Knows. We can hope that Mr. 
Roddenberry's new character 
is something special, but the 
odds seem slim. 
Aside from this sneak pre-
view, he also gave his stand-
ard speech imploring people 
to be positive in their ap-
proach to technology and to be 
actively aware of what goes on 
around them. His optimism 
was infectious and 1calculated 
to -produce applause: 
The message was a valid one, 
though the audience was a 
little slow to react. 
After a very short question 
period, The Great Bird of the 
Galaxy, as he is affectionately 
called, quietly disappeared. 
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No autographs, no hand 
shakes or mingling. Presum-
ably he was anxious to get 
home. 
Then came the showing of 
' 'The Cage'', the original Star 
Trek series pilot. The original 
can be seen on T.V. in colour, 
as part of a double episode. 
For some reason we were ' 
given the black and white ver-
sion. That is, when the pro-
jector worked, which was only 
fitfully . Even then we were 
subjected to an enforced fif-
teen minute break, and en-
couraged over the inadequate 
sound system to buy mini size 
bags of chips at full size 
prices. 
The show was not completely 
off key though. The Star Trek 
blooper reels were hilarious, 
and the NASA filin "Space-
borne' ' was inspiring. 
b~ Dave Christian 
MASH ended its 11 year reign 
last Monday night, crowning 
its many previous achieve-
ments with the largest aud-
i~n~e in the history of tele-
vtswn. 
The television series, based 
on the novel by Richard Hook-
er and Robert Altman's 1970 
movie, has seen many chang-
es in its time. The original six 
member main cast, has expan-
ded and changed, and the role 
of the supporting cast has be-
come more important with the 
years. 
The TV movie that ended the 
show offered very little to the 
audience in the way of new 
material. It basically summed 
up an 11 year experience, 
brought together loose ends 
and allowed the characters to 
give the audience some incli-
pation of their future plans. 
The few surprises 
losing his .tenuous grip on his 
reconcilliation of life, death, 
his work, and the war, was a 
superb and totally realistic cli-
max to the character. Hawk-
eye consistently walked a fine 
line between reality and insan-
ity; watching him fall and re-
cover was a deeply emotional 
experience for the viewer, who 
could not help but visualize 
himself in the same position. 
The climax of the movie was 
good, even if the preceding 
two hours sometimes stretch-
ed the .viewer's attention. The 
MARCH9, 1983 .. . ~ 
At six dollars plus a ticket 
though, you expect more than 
bad sound, a screen that was 
inadequate for the size of the 
gym, a joke of a question per-
iod and a star guest who van-
ishes before the show is over. 
Add to this a lousy, if cheap to 
rent, hall and an hour waiting 
in the rain for a show that 
finally starts three-quarters of 
an hour late, and you end up 
with a strictly second rate 
presentation. Though CFOX 
wasn't' obvious, despite their 
listing as a promoter, the 
A.M.S. was. Next time ·you 
hear about the U.B.C. Alma 
Mater Society sponsoring a 
5how, think twice. Unless 
you're as dedicated as a lot of 
Star Trek fans are, you may 
not be able to make it through, 
especially if it's held at the 
War Memorial Gym. 
goodbye scenes , even if they 
were too much alike, were 
tastefully done and afforded 
the audience a feeling that 
they were watching a family 
split up . It was an emotionally 
charged experience. 
In the last few years Alan 
offered,(Hawkeye 's break-
down, Klinger's wedding, 
Father Mulchahey's deafness) 
were sensitively and truthfully 
portrayed. Hawkeye finally 
Aida has become the creative 
influence behind MASH. He 
directed the movie, and while 
his direction was relatively un-
inspiring, technically, it was 
well done. But one cannot help 
getting the feeling that Alan 
Aida has come to see himself 
as the man who knows Mash 
best, and now views Robert 
Altman as a rival. The (Ilovie 
seemed to portray the feeling 
"myMASHis better than your 
MASH'~ This is a great shame, . 
for two such creative talents 
should be able to portray dif-
ferent ideas without this type 
of competition. 
The finale of MASH was sat-
isfying. It was time for it to 
end, and it was gratifying to 
see it quit while ahead . While 
many people will miss MASH, 
they can be assured that synd-
ication will help it to live for-
ever. It may even beat "I Love 
Lucy.'' 
.. 
_M_A-..RC_'H_9.;..;;.1,;,.;,98._3 -------------£,jm~ME~o~mLUE~R~PR~W~E~J (ENTERTAINMENT )\'--P-Jt.G_E_.ll_ 
Read This Book Before It's Too Late! 
REPRINTED FROM THE 
ARTHUR BY CUP· 
Schell's The Fate of the Earth 
is an impassioned plea for a 
renewal of humanism pro-
found enough to stave off a 
nuclear holocaust. Only by 
making the 'unthinkable' 
thinkable, or in Schell's 
macabre phrase, by exploring 
the meaning of extinction, can 
we hope to throw off the in-
enia and despair that are born 
out of the nuclear peril, and 
thereby reclaim the value of 
the hum~ species . 
In the firs of three essays, 
Schell begins by describing 
the effects of a nuclear attack 
on the city of New York. Ex-
trapolating from the personal 
testimonies and from the 
scientific documents regard-
ing the bombing of Hiroshima. 
Schell imagines what a sur-
vivor would experience follow-
ing an airburst or a ground-
burst of a one megaton bomb. 
Since, as Schell convincingly 
argues, any use of nuclear 
arms is likely to precipitate a 
full-scale nuclear holocaust, it 
is our shared responsibility to 
chronicle and commit to• 
memory an event that we have 
never experienced and must 
never experience.'' 
Whereas the ftrst essay in-
vestigates with gruesome re-
dundancy the physical 
destruction ot a nuclear attack 
on human life and the environ-
ment, the second essay ex-
plores the metaphysical im-
plications of the nuclear pred-
icament. The 'birth' of the 
atomic bomb and with it the 
human species' ability to ex-· 
terminate itself has created a 
disjunction in history such that 
art, the psychology of the in-
dividual, and reality itself 
have been irevocably altered. 
As a consequence of our help-
lessness in the face of this 
terror, we have engaged in a 
pernicious double-think, on 
the one hand acknowledging 
the possibility of imminent 
global destruction, and on the 
· other hand, going about our 
mundane affairs as if our fu-
ture was guaranteed. Schell 
compares our response - the 
flagrant denial of the danger 
of the nuclear world - to the 
calm of a group of tourists, 
leisurely sipping cocktails and 
sunning on board a sinking 
ship. Above all, Schell's book 
is a rallying cry, calling for the 
''full, emotional, intellectual, 
spiritual, and visceral under-
standing of the meaning of 
extinction. ' ' 
However, Schell's explanation 
of the meaning of extinction is 
not matched by his explana-
tion of the origin of the nuclear 
predicament. Although we 
might expect political and his-
torical analysis, instead we get 
weak philosophical reflection. 
Schell writes:' 'The fund-
amental origin of the peril of 
human extinction by nuclear 
arms hes not m any particular 
social or political circum-
stances of our time, but in the 
attainment by making as a 
whole a.tter a mtllerua · ot . 
scientific progress of a cenain , 
level of knowledge of the 
· universe. " In other 
words, our probmg of the 
mysteries of nature inevitably 
led to the splitting of the atom, 
and from there, to the creation 
of the nuclear bomb. This is 
the fact of human reason, says 
Schell, that it contains the 
seeds of its own destruction. 
But this is quite obviously 
false. The knowledge of the 
split atom is one thing, the 
- attained the 
scientists involved with the 
Manhattan Project is some-
thing else. The origin of the 
problem is not scientific know-
ledge per se, but the collusion 
of science and politics that led 
to the development of the first 
atomic bomb, and then to the 
arms race. Contrary to 
Schell's assenion, the nuclear 
peril has everything to do with 
· social and · 
circumstances. Schell's re-
luctance to c;ngage m soctal 
and political analysis seriously 
handicaps his discussion of 
the nuclear predicament, and 
thus provides no basis for the 
necessary political solutions. 
lt is a.S though he calls atten-
tion to the sinking ship, but 
tells us to bail out water in-
stead of repairing its struc-
tural flaws. 
Warning: Health and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked- avoid inhaling. 
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This~~~vJ:l~J~~~t~)J~J tL and 
motions for the Other Publications Society Annual 
General Meeting (on March 31 1983 12:00 pm till 
2:00 pm in the lower Cafeteria) MUST be officially 
placed on the agenda, in writing, one week prior to 
the AGM by 4:00 pm March 21 .. This is to allow for 
the Society to prepare properly for the AGM and to 
allow sufficient time for all items to be discussed 
during the meeting. You MUST be a voting member 
of the Society in order to place items on the agenda 
and to vote at the AGM. To be a voting member you 
have to sign the Society's book available in the Other 
Press room 2305 during business hours. According to 
our constitution, Student Society Executive and non-
students of Douglas College (not deemed honorary 
members), cannot be members of the Other Public-
ations Society. 
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snvergtar skrng super ,succ~~~~~ ~\~::~~ 
b_y Brian Pharez_ Next mormng, thanks to around and _sat a maxunum A real outdoor pcuzz1 and~~~ ·~.~ 'f~fli\' . -· 
He was. coming d~wn the wake-ul? calls, we left for the of 5. I found lt surrounded by hot-tub . It was b1g enough to ....... ~~ ;' '\~ • · . 
slopes domg 90 mlles an mountam on schedule. casesofbee:andotherbooze accomodate all 78 of us Q...;~ - ,. -~ -
hour 'til he caught an Mter getting off the bus I , accompan1ed by a ghetto- although some never went. -::7 , · p , .. 
edge of his skl . realized my skis were on the blaster' and 1! 1f2 _people th~re was a self filling b_ucket ~~·,.- ~ r 
Well his clothes they were o~her bus. It was_ right be- were squeezed mto lt . The of lee-water suspended 1D the ' "/ v-. y AI .. 
fast but the slopes they were hind ours the last tune I look- // · .t:, ~ f//~~- . 
faster and that's the last of ed. The other bus showed up · ~~-~~1 f'fl ~ f r P ·' U , ' j'/ 
Super-Skier we shall see. many minutes later. I learn- .A. · · ~- / "1..,J 
That was the theme song ed that I almost lost my skis : \ ~ ~- t:.. , J o ~· ~- •.' 
of myself and several others .forever when the bus slid !~~r::_( . ;~ ·· .\\ -..J.;;: ~-
on the recent ski trip to backwards and would have \ . 
Silvers tar Mountain in gone over the cliff (full of }. ( . /1'\..::) 
Vernon. ..,.. _ D.C. Skiers) if_ another bus . 1 
drifted off to sleep. 
All those who remained 
Two eager busloads of the hadn't gotten in the way. -:-,·· 
Douglas College Ski Club left Our bus, when emptied, 
for Silverstar on the after- headed for the lower parking 
noon of Friday, February 25 . lot and didn't make the com-
To the delight of all each bus er. It slid semi-sideways into 
was supplied with eight the snowbank which knocked 
cases of beer compliments of the air out of the air-
Molson and Labbatt's Brew- comression system. The 
eries. Needless to say we driver, Ron, spent the whole 
partied all the way to Ver- · day fixing the bus and wish-
non. ing he was skiing. 
I was sitting at the back of What can I say about pow-
the bus quite amused at the der snow? We had 10 fresh 
line-up for the washroom. I centimetres of powder that 
met a lot of people who had puts our coastal crap to 
previously been just another shame. 
face around campus. It's a The D.C. Ski Club scat-
wierd way to meet people. tered all over the 32 runs 
Each one I met was friendly until2 p.m. when most of us 
enough, but a painful ex- gathered at the lodge for a 
pression dominated their wine and cheese party. We 
faces as they stood there sat around pigging out while 
with crossed legs waiting for telling of great conquests 
their turn. over moguls. 
We arrived in Vernon at Me? I did as much falling 
The Best Western Motel 7 and rolling as I did skiing. 
hours after leaving New Mter a muscle abusing 
Westminster.That's fast for day up the mountain one 
a bus. No one wasted time would think we'd all be ex-
unpacking. The indoor swim- hausted. Not for long. Our 
ming pool was packed within bus driver made a stop at the 
minutes. Afterwards, some liquor store on the way back; 
attempted sleep, some half the bus emptied. 
watched T.V., and some.... Back at the motel I plan-
well, wild whoops of partying ned to sit in the jacuzzi for a 
could be heard from several while. So did 77 others. The 
rooms. jacuzzi was only 6 feet 
=·-llllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllullllll = IOutsm~rtini 
= Martin = 
- -5 by Martin Hemen"ll ~ 
pool wasn't much better so I 
grabbed a 2 hour nap until I 
·was awakened by wild 
whoops of partying echoing 
through the parking lot and 
some of the rooms. One of 
my room-mates was happily 
studying calculus and the 
other was also awakened so 
we went for dinner and then 
to one of the local watering 
holes. 
There is a 'Molstar Race' 
that is co-sponsored by Mol-
son's and held every Sunday 
that some D.C. Ski Clubbers 
participated in. Later, some 
were showing off their pins. I 
wished I had one, but I had 
checked out the slalom run 
earlier. It was too hairy for 
me. 
Another day of skiing slid 
by too quickly, followed by a . 
trip to Ced~ Springs.Aaaah! 
= = l.Before Wayne Gretzky who 
§ scored the most points in one 
:= Nlfl.. season? s 2 Who was Cassius Clay? 
5 3. What is the name of the -
Playoffs 
I stadium where the Calgary I 
_ Flames play? 
~ 4. Who won the first Triple 
~ Crown after Secretariat? § 
§ 5. How many home runs did § by 
§Babe Ruth hit in his career? 
awake wondered where their 
-next meal was coming from. 
As we approached Kamloops 
we discovered we were stop-
ping off at 'Rotten Ronnies' 
(0 dem golden arches) . Our 
, J-1 J:. stop there was humourous . j\/l ·'fl /1})1/This MacDonalds was out in / / ? • the middle of nowhere and 
1V \../\, was probably used to a rush 
-l.J ' \ , · ~ hour crowd of 5. I wish I took 
•. ' ' \ -1 a pictpre of the look on the 
air by a rope that some Ski faces of the. counter workers 
Club crazies enjoyed dump- and cooks when 78 starving 
ing on themselves. Brrrr! I skiers stormed in. 
didn't bother. Few could sleep on our 
Before unloading our- bus. Mter stuffing our faces 
selves off the bus we were and getting under way, 
told to be packed by morning partying was back into full 
because we wouldn't be swing. Guitars, beer, sing-
returning after Monday's ing, beer, wild whoops, and 
skiing. On Monday morning more beer held strong as we 
nobody got a wake-up call returned to New Westmin-
and everybody was getting ster. 
up 5 minutes before depar- I offer my congradulations 
ture and scurrying around to Craig Tennock, Russ 
like ants at a picnic. Ama- Hooper, Sandy Brown, and 
zingly, we managed to be Bill Hamar for a well co-
packed and ready to leave on ordinated weekend, with 
time, but without breakfast special mention to the bus 
or even coffee. drivers, Brian and Ron, for 
Mter Monday's skiing slid being patient with our row-
by faster than the day before diness. 
, we were on our way home. A day trip to somewhere is 
Again we told our tales of rumoured to be in the plan-
mogul jumping and wipe- ning stages, so watch for 
outs as the majority of skiiers pqsters around campus. 
Softball . 
weekend Marketmg had no 
by Martin Hemen"k problem penetrating the 
The Psych0paths blew E.D. Phys Ed A hitting index. 
P.'s circuits apart last week- The net outcome was a 22 
end 19 to 8 in Douglas Inter- to 8 victory for the Mark-
Departmental softball. eteers. Construction Man-
The Psychos used Gestalt tac- agement fabricated an · 
tics to disintegrate the E.D.P. early lead and built on from 
squad. The team played well there as they got physical 
in the victory with the entire with Phys Ed and beat 
lineup playing outstandingly them 22 to 15. Finally the 
rather than just a few key Marketing B team outchart-
members. ered Accounting 19 to 18. 
The first E.D.P. pitcher had a The Accounting team just 
rough time with the psycho- couldn't add up enough to 
pathic hitters. It seemed bat- pull off the victory. 
§ 6. Who was the "Duke of Flat- -~ This is it, the fmal weekend 
§bush"? §for the Douglas College Men's 
§ 7. How many yards did Her- :basketball team. The playoffs 
1- shell Walker gain in his first ~-take place at Malaspina Col-pro game? lege. 58. Who has the longest career _ Friday, March 11, we jump 
5 in the CFL?. ~off against undefeated V.C.C. ~ 9. ln horse racmg what is an §After we lose that game we 
~ exacta? §play the loser between Capi-
= 10. Who was the ~player §lano and Malaspina for the 
::accused of possess10n of co- :bronze medal. 
What will probably ,!tappen is 
V.C.C. will take · the Totem 
Conference championship 
with Capitano taking silver 
and Douglas the bronze. If the 
impossible happens and we 
fluke off a win versus V.C.C., 
(the only way that would hap-
pen is if their ferry sinks) the 
worst we can do is a silver. 
ter after ban·er would Skinner 
alive. Although the Psychos 
had their hitting shoes on they 
also continually found the 
weak spots in the Electric Data 
Processing defense. This can 
probably be attributed to E.D. 
p.'s failure to debug it and 
their general overall poor pro-
gram of duplexing. 
In other softball action last 
Construction Mgt 
Psychology 
Accounting 
EDP 
University Transfer 
Marketing A 
Marketing B 
Criminology 
Music 
Adult Basic Ed 
Phys Ed A 
Phys Ed B 
Pts 
6 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 caine for trafficking? :: 
iummttllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltllli 
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Press 
Amual General Meeting. 
Thursday/ March 31st. 
Lower·cafeteria. 
Be there. 
01 ELS.......-
LEARNING CENTRE COMPUTER SALES 
FRANKLIN COMPUTER 
.ACE JOOO 
only$2688 
also the Micro Professor II 
This is a booksize, yet inexpensive unit 
that compares with, and even exceeds _ 
th A I II I b I ••th ~Cl1000 fOU h ... ,..-. e pp e s capo i ities. only $S99 :::-:..,..~s:~:::·"--
Computer Town is a complete computer store 
with a learning center and a full selection of books 
and software. 
418-6th Street 
New Westminster, B·C· V3L 382 
Telephone 
OHice: 525-0333 
NEW WEST 
56 CHURCH ST. 
<1/1 etiflesM This T11esda3' 
Mareh JS ... eome 
.,..13'tofldaSMtat 
this popular event. 
PA<iE 15 
EdsellsappMrinl 
.O.nee Mare Ia JZtla at 8:oopm. Tl• $Z 
and~U~IIIGIJie In the EDP room· to 
EDPstudadsandfriends • 
...,., lwlnl lots of food and pl•se 
forfld,our EDPass ... mentsat hom& 
PS b. Student Soelet3' won't let us. 
Jaave It In tlaeeaf. reause llllt time we 
IJOf a .,It roueJaJ.so we're Jaoldl,., It at 
tlae YMCA Just up the street from file 
Col Jete. 
THE ST ~,.US 
ntf-\T' MOST 
PEOPL..E 
SEEK .. ... . 
\ s Tl;E 
ST~TUS 
QUO ..... 
~----------------------# Students and Faculty of 
Douglas College Lunch out at 
the SANDWICH TREE. w rop your hands around aur 
delicious Ham Sandwich, 
enfoy a bowl of our hot, hearty 
soup • This delectable 
combination: $2.50 
All sandwiches come with 
tomatoes, your cholee of lettuce or 
sprouts. OHer valid Thursday March 
10, 1983 and. Friday, March 1.1, 1983 
SANWICHTREE -Queens Court I 
615AgnesStreet, NewWestminster, BC 
f-- Phon::._:~26-06~--------------' 
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SAGE 
MUSIC QUEEN IDA AND THE BON TEMPS ZVDECO BAND march 18-19 commodore HERALD NIX-BUDDY SELFISH-ROCKY CRAIG 
march 25 commodore 
OOA-LOS POPULAROs-BRAINEATER . 
march 11 ubc sub ballroom phone 228-27Jl 
JOHNNY OTIS RHYTHM AND-BLUES REVUE 
mardi 15 commodore 
JOHN LEE HOOKER CUL T~E CLUB 
march 26. commodore march 16 commodore 
DEPECHE IVODE 
march 28. commOdore 
THE REDS KILLA~ THE SPOONS 
marm 22-23 luv-a-fair march 17 commodore march 18 ubc armories 
THE PONTER SISTERS 
april2-3 orpheum 
NCDN HOUR CONCERTS 
march 10 vancouver octet 
concert beQins at 12:30 theatre 
DC JAll BAND 
march 20 S)ft rock cafe 
SKA-RAGAE AGUAREGIS 
march 11 sof rock cafe 
OLLEG 
SOCIAL AND 
SCAVENGER HUNT 
friday march 11 upper cafeteria 
must have valid photo id 
sign up for hunt at 2320 now! 
BOOZE CRUISE 
hawaiian night friday, march 25 
aboOrd the s.s. britannia 'J; 
tickets $8.00 
prizes fa the best costume 
STAGE 
THE TEMPEST 
to march 12. 
queen elizibeth theatre. 
photo by Sean Valentini 
SOLO FLIGHTS 
march 11, 14. waterfront 
theatre granville 
THE SPOONS 
phore 228-2711 
THE HOLLOW 
march 9-12. vaaabond 
olavhouse 
LEAR 
and mauricemd the cliches 
appear at the ubc armounes 
onmmarchl8 
march 17-19,22-26 
presentation house 
LOS POPULAROS 
march "& 16 luv-a-fair 
BB KING 
march 31, q::>rin. commodore 
SCREEN 
JAPANESE FILM SERIES 
mardi 18 kage n6 karuma 
(the shadow within) 
8:00 pm douglas college 
APOCALYPSE NOW 
march 25-27 7:'Y:J pm 
ridge theatre 
PIPI LONGSTOCKJNG 
march 20 1:'Y:J ridge theatre 
JAMES JOYCE ULYSSES 
march 11-13 9:25 · pm 
vancouver east dnema 
ROAD WARRIOR 
7:30 pm march 11-13 
savoy cinema 
BLADE RUNNER 
march 11-13 9:20 pm 
savoy cinema 
